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The main gate at the Legionnaires’ Cemetery at Lestene, Kurland (Kurzeme).

This book, The Latvian Legion, is dedicated to the Latvian Legion and to the Latvian
soldiers killed during WW II; even though they were literally trapped between two ruthless
and brutal dictatorial powers, the Fascist Soviet Union and Nazi Germany, they
nonetheless were fighting against the greater of the two evils and sacrificed their lives for
their Fatherland. This book is also dedicated to mark the completion of the Latvian
Legionnaires’ Cemetery at Lestene, Latvia. The actual work on this new cemetery began on 26
May 2000, when the contractor, the Akmens Apstrades Centrs AKM Company, placed the
cornerstone in the foundation of the cemetery wall and it was consecrated. The architects that
designed the cemetery were Dainis Berzins and Edvins Vecumnieks; already on 5 November
2000, a sculpture was unveiled, the statues of The Motherland Mother Latvia, created by the
sculptress Arta Dumpe. The walls that surround the cemetery are covered with granite plates in
which are engraved more than 17000 names of killed soldiers, but the number of actual reburials
already exceeds 1000 nLatvian soldiers. The cemetery was opened and consecrated on 27
September 2003 with more than 5000 people attending the ceremony. During WW II, more than
80000 Latvian legionnaires were killed. Soviet Russia took approximately 50000 Latvian soldiers
as prisoners of war, but only less than 10% survived the slave labor camps of the Siberian Gulag;
they were basically being worked to death in various iron ore, coal, gold, uranium and other
underground forced hard labor mines. During the Soviet Russia’s occupation period of 19401941, during the Soviet NKVD (KGB) led executions, tortures, arrests and deportations, more
than 5000 Latvian officers, noncommissioned officers and some soldiers were liquidated, among
them 23 generals and 1 admiral; also during that same period around 30000 civilians were
deported and most of them perished in Siberia and elsewhere. The granite plate covering the
grave of the Unknown Soldier has the phrase, written by the poet Andrejs Eglitis, engraved in it,
“We are awaiting the resurrection of justice.” The work at the new cemetery is completed, but
reburials of soldiers found throughout Latvia and elsewhere will continue indefinitely for many
years. On the cemetery entrance wall are engraved the words, “For me the sun has set while
defending the Fatherland.” (MAN SAULITE NORIETEJA TEVU ZEMI SARGAJOT). The main
supporters for building the cemetery have been the global organization “Daugavas Vanagi”, the
Latvian Government and the “Kurzemes Bralu kapu fund, including thousands of Latvians who
have made donations as individuals or through the above noted organizations.

A view toward the sculpture of The Motherland Mother Latvia and the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.

Walls surrounding the cemetery with engraved names of more than 17 000 Latvian
legionnaires killed during World War II.
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